
Physis 200-06Final ExamDe 15, 2006 3:30 PM to 6:00 PMThis exam onsists of three pages, three setions, and 8 questions. Thereis a Relativity setion (questions 1 to 3) and a Quantum Mehanis setion(Questions 4 to 7), and an \either" setion, question 8.You are to answer two (2) questions on Relativity and three (3) on theQuantum mehanis (i.e., �ve (5) in total). There is one question{ number 8{whih an be used in either setion, ,i.e., whih may be used either as one ofthe two questions from the Relativity setion or one of the three questions youanswer from the Quantum setion, but not both.All problems are worth the same number of marks.If you answer more that 5 you must tell me whih ones are to be marked,or I will simply take the �rst 5 that you answer (onsistent with the relativ-ity/quantum split). Relativity1.a) A partile of mass M at rest emits a gamma ray of energy E, leaving apartile of mass M'. What is M' as a funtion of E and M?b)Now the resultant partile of mass M' in part a) at rest. What energy �would a gamma ray partile need in order to be absorbed and reate the originalpartile of mass of M again. Why is � not the same as E?2.) a) Pole and Barn revisited. A runner arrying a horizontal pole isrunning at a barn at 4/5 the veloity of light. When both are at rest, the polehas exatly the same length as the barn. Aording to the runner, the barn willbe ontrated. However, when the runner, loated at the trailing edge of thepole, sees the front of his pole hit the far inside end of the barn, how far fromthe end of the barn is he loated?b) Bob leaves Alie behind on earth and travels o� to the nearest star 4 lightyears away and returns. (A light year is the distane light travels in one year)On his return, Bob �nds that the total trip aording to his loks is 10 hoursless than Alie laims it was. How fast was he travelling? (Assume onstantveloity for the trip there and bak). (Note{ Use 1 year=104 hours.)3.) a)Disuss the history of the development of Speial Relativity in somedetail.b) Light traveling through water at rest travels at a speed of 1n the veloityof light where n is the index of refration. Assume that the water is travelingat veloity v in the lab in the same diretion as the light is traveling. What, tolowest order in v is the veloity of that light aording to the lab frame.1



Quantum Mehanis4.)a) Using the Bohr Sommerfeld quantisation rules, �nd the energy levelsfor a partile in a one dimensional box of length L where the partile ollideswith the walls of the box elastially.b) Briey desribe the development of quantum mehanis from 1900 to 1925touhing on some of the key ideas and inidents during that period.5.)a) Consider the two attributes, A and B, represented by the matriesA = � 1 11 1� (1)B = � 1 i�i 1� (2)What are the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of these two matries?If attribute A is measured and found to have its largest eigenvalue, what arethe probabilities for measuring the two possible values of B?If B is now found to have its largest value, what is the probability for thenmeasuring the largest value for A?b) Consider the state j i = � 1i � (3). Is this normalized? If not, normalize it. What are the expetation values ofthe three � matries in this state? What are the probabilities of measuring thevalue +1 for eah of the attributes represented by the three sigma matries inthis state?6.)a) If A and B are two attributes, and jai is an eigenvetor of A witheigenvalue a, what is the expetation value of the ommutator of A and B,haj[A;B℄jai?b) Assume that X is the matrix representing the attribute of position of apartile, and P is the attribute of momentum, whih Heisenberg showed obeyed[X;P ℄ = i�hI (4)use the result from part a) to argue about the existene or not of the eigenvetorsjxi of the matrix X .) Show that [X;Pn℄ = i�hnPn�1. You an prove this via indution{ eg,show that if [X;Pn℄ = i�hnPn�1 for some spei� n then it must also be true for[X;Pn+1℄ = i�h(n + 1)Pn+1. (Use the knowledge you have of the ommutatorof [A;BC℄ in terms of the ommutators of [A;B℄ and [A;C℄.2



7.) The energy attribute for a two level system is given byH = �2�3 (5)A partile starts out in the statej i = 1p2 � 11� (6)the eigenstate for the attribute �1. What will the state be as a funtion of time?What will the expetation of the attribute �1 be as a funtion of time?Assume that partile is a neutrino, and the attribute �1 represents thewhether the neutrino is an eletron type neutrino (interats only with eletrons),or a muon neutrino (interats only with muons), and the energy di�erene � inthe above is about 10�30 Joules. How fast would that neutrino have to travel inorder that it hanged one from eletron-type to muon-type neutrino in travel-ing from the Sun to the earth (1:5�1011 m) (ignore relativity for this problem{is that a valid approximation?)Question for either setionNote that if you answer this question, it replaes one of the hoies in Rela-tivity or Quantum Mehanis. It annot be used in both setions however. Thetotal number of questions you are to answer is 5.8.) Make up your own question on either Quantum Mehanis or Relativity,and answer it. It must not be the same as any of the other questions alreadyon this exam. You will be marked both on the quality and diÆulty of thequestion and on your answer ( I.e., a trivial question with simple answer willnot get many marks, nor will an impossible question with no answer). Thequestion must be on either Relativity or Quantum Mehanis and ounts as oneof the questions in that setion. This is an opportunity to show me what youknow that I might not happen to have asked a question about on this exam. = 3� 108 m=s h = 6:6� 10�34 Js �h = 1:1� 10�34 Js�h = 6:6� 10�25 GeV � se�1 = � 0 11 0� �2 = � 0 �ii 0 � �3 = � 1 00 �1�
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